
5 Of The Largest Superyacht
Deliveries In 2021
2021  has  been  an  unbelievable  year  for  the  Superyacht
Industry.  There  have  been  a  number  of  great  superyacht
deliveries large and small and the big builders are pumping
out  superyachts  faster  than  they  ever  have  before.  With
business booming more than ever, the market has grown, and so
have the yachts. Let’s look back on the past 12 months and at
5 of the largest superyacht deliveries in 2021.

1. SOLARIS
One of the most exciting superyacht deliveries of 2021, Lloyd
Werfts  140m  ‘Solaris’.  The  27th  of  May  2021  marked  the
delivery of one of the world’s most luxurious explorer yachts.
Owned by Abramovich, her volume of 11,011 GT ranks her as one
of the largest Superyachts to date!
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2. NORD
The 142-meter Lurssen Yacht Nord was delivered on the 19th of
February 2021. With a top speed of 20 knots and a gross
tonnage of 9,250, it’s safe to say she has certainly turned a
few heads this year. And let’s not forget her facilities: a
helicopter hangar, two helicopter platforms, a swimming pool,
two elevators, a gym with a sauna, and a cinema are all among
the features of this stunning vessel.

3. Project Y719
Oceanco’s 117-meter project Y719 is the largest yacht under
construction in the Netherlands and the largest launched from
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the  yard’s  Alblasserdam  facility.  The  yachts  details  are
scarce,  but  we  do  know  that  she  features  exterior  design
by Espen Øino International, and an interior designed by Sinot
Yacht Architecture & Design.

4. APHO
Lürssens  115m  Aph0,  previously  known  as  ‘Project  Enzo’.
Exterior  and  interior  design  by  Nuvolari  Lenard,  with
interiors in collaboration with Simone Feltrin. Although she’s
not currently available for charter, it is rumored she will be
available for select charters starting in 2022.

5. Viva
The 94m Feadship hybrid yacht was delivered in June of 2021,
following her launch earlier in the year. Hybrids are on the
rise and it’s no surprise when they can reach a top speed of
20 knots in diesel mode!  Vivas’ exterior design was penned by
Azure  Yacht  Design  and  Studio  De  Voogt  and  an  interior
by Peter Marino
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What a lineup! It is safe to say 2021 has seen some of the
best and largest superyacht deliveries and we cannot wait to

see what 2022 has in store for us.

For the latest industry news, click here.

Turquoise Yachts Announce New
65m M/Y Neptune
Turquoise Yachts have announced M/Y Neptune, a 65m superyacht
designed to offer great value in its highly competitive 55-65m
category.  The  design  marks  a  collaboration  between  the
Istanbul-based shipyard and Italian design house Hot Lab.
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The  sleek  and  stylish  vessel  resembles  a  torpedo  slicing
through the water. This, paired with low bulwarks accentuating
the sheerlines on each deck gives Neptune the illusion of even
more  length.  The  use  of  glass  on  board  allows  for
uninterrupted  vistas,  so  whether  guests  are  cruising  the
Caribbean or the Baltic, the view will always be immediately
available.
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Neptune’s guest sleeping facilities comprise 1 owners’ suite,
2 VIP cabins and 4 guest cabins. Elsewhere, she houses a
cinema, beach club and gym for guests to enjoy during their
trips. Over 7 crew cabins and a designated cabin each for the
First Officer and Captain, the vessel accommodates 16 crew.
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Main Specifications

Length: 65.0 m / 212.88 ft

Beam: 11.8 m / 38.6 ft

GT: 1328 approx

Material: Steel hull and aluminium superstructure

Exterior Designer: Hot Lab

Interior Designer: Hot Lab

Naval Architect: Turquoise Yachts and Azure Naval Architects

 

To read about other new builds and designs, visit our new
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builds page
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